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Abstract: As an innovative form in the digital age, VR art exhibitions have attracted increasing
attention. This study aims to explore the key factors that influence visitors’ continuance intention to
VR art exhibitions using the expectation confirmation model and experience economy theory and to
explore ways to enhance visitor immersion in virtual environments. We conducted a quantitative
study of 235 art professionals and enthusiasts, conducted using the partial least squares structural
equation modeling (PLS-SEM), to examine the complex relationship between confirmation (CON),
Perceived Usefulness (PU), Aesthetic Experiences (AE), Escapist Experiences (EE), Satisfaction (SAT),
and Continuance Intention (CI). The results show that confirmation plays a key role in shaping PU,
AE, and EE, which in turn positively affect visitors’ SAT. Among these factors, AE positively impacts
PU, but EE have no impact. A comprehensive theoretical model was then constructed based on the
findings. This research provides empirical support for designing and improving VR art exhibitions. It
also sheds light on the application of expectation confirmation theory and experience economy theory
in the art field to improve user experience and provides theoretical guidance for the sustainable
development of virtual digital art environment.

Keywords: VR art exhibition; expectation confirmation model (ECM); experience economy; virtual
environments; user experience

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of digital and virtual reality (VR) technologies, there
is an increasingly widespread acceptance of digitized cultural and artistic works as a
means of communication. As a result, VR exhibitions have emerged as a popular and
innovative format, offering people new ways to experience and connect with art [1–3].
With the aid of significant technological progress, virtual exhibitions have expanded their
reach, overcoming the limitations of traditional physical exhibitions such as geography,
economics, and accessibility [4]. This has reshaped the relationship between exhibitions,
people, and society. Digital technology has also transformed the experience of art exhibition-
goers by enhancing interaction between art and visitors through the development of
new technologies and interactive mechanisms [5]. Many renowned museums and art
galleries have embraced VR exhibitions as a sustainable way to present and disseminate
art information online. Users can access the virtual exhibition platform via the internet,
explore classic works of art in a virtual space, and gain multi-level artistic perception,
promoting physical and mental well-being [6]. The online virtual exhibition tour combines
the scholarly approach of a museum or gallery with the diversity and interactivity of online
resources [7]. Such virtual tours have become a critical avenue for art appreciation and
learning [8]. Virtual exhibitions, made possible by new technologies, are redefining the
spatiotemporal relationship of exhibitions and the way audiences interact with them [9]. It
is, therefore, crucial to understand how visitors use virtual exhibitions to perceive art in their
daily lives and what factors influence their continuance intention to use virtual exhibitions.
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While the study of virtual art exhibitions has garnered research attention, little has
been done to examine audience continuance intention in this area. Previous research has
focused on the technology and design of virtual exhibitions [10–13], visitors’ psychological
distance and sense of presence [14,15], system usability and performance [16–18], virtual
tours and evaluations [7,19], and comparisons of virtual and physical experiences [20]. VR
art exhibition serves as an information system that aims to provide visitors with a pleasant
space for personal engagement with artworks [21], and recent research has highlighted
the importance of user acceptance and perceptions of digital museum exhibitions [22].
However, visitor experience and positive usage intentions are crucial for the ultimate
success of an information system [23]. Studies have explored the role of immersion and
emotion in continuation intention for VR exhibition users and factors influencing users’
intention to continue using digital museums [22,24]. With the changing landscape of
information and knowledge transmission, virtual environments offer a new way for visitors
to experience art while promoting the sustainable development of art communication
and economy [6]. Therefore, it is important for researchers to understand how virtual
experiences can attract new audiences and maintain existing audiences’ satisfaction and
continuance intention to use online virtual exhibitions.

In the realm of experience economy, it is essential that experiences cater to the needs of
customers [25]. Immersion is a crucial aspect of aesthetic and escapist experiences, which
can become an integral part of the physical or virtual experience itself [26]. The significance
of immersion has been established in various studies on online consumption [27], gam-
ing [28], and virtual environments [29]. User experience (UX) has a dynamic, emotional,
and subjective nature [30] and is one of the core elements to focus on during the design
and interaction process. In today’s digital era, people expect more and more from products,
services and non-physical environments, while the quality of user experience often directly
affects their perception and attitude towards a particular product or environment [31]. They
want to have a pleasant and smooth experience in such environments. However, poor UX
may destroy users’ immersion and affect their perceptions and attitudes towards virtual
environments. Therefore, the immersion dimension plays a vital role in enhancing user
experience in non-physical environments. This study aims to investigate the correlation
between audience immersion, satisfaction, and continuance intention in virtual art exhibi-
tions. The research employs the expectation confirmation theory and experience economy
theory to devise a conceptual model. The study specifically focuses on two dimensions of
immersion–aesthetic and escapist experiences—and presents a series of hypotheses and
conceptual models, combined with the expectation confirmation theory. To gather experi-
ence data, a survey was conducted on 235 art-related individuals who attended a virtual
art exhibition. The structure of the relationships between the variables was investigated
through data analysis using the statistical analysis software SPSS26 and path analysis using
the structural equation modelling software Smart PLS 4. The research culminated in a con-
ceptual model that integrates Expectation Confirmation Theory (ECT) with the experience
economy. The study sheds new light on the application of expectation confirmation and
experience economy in the art field, aids exhibition designers in optimizing user experience
in virtual art exhibitions, and promotes the sustainable development of the art field in the
digital era.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of the literature on virtual art exhibitions, expectation confirmation models, and experience
economy theory, allowing us to formulate hypotheses to build our research model. Section 3
explains the research methodology, including participants, data collection procedures, and
statistical methods. Section 4 presents the results obtained from the data analysis. Sections 5
and 6 discuss implications, research limitations, and conclusions, respectively.
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2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
2.1. Virtual Reality(VR) and VR Art Exhibition

Virtual Reality (VR) uses computers to simulate a real environment by synthesizing
the senses of sight, sound, and touch to create a simulated three-dimensional virtual world
that makes the user feel as if they are there. [32]. Virtual tours are recreations of spaces
in entirely virtual environments in which you can move freely and interact using digital
devices. Not only is it a copy of a real space, but it can also be a fully constructed virtual
space, or even a mixture of both. VR has continued to evolve since its emergence and has
been used in a number of areas including marketing, entertainment, education, accessibility,
and heritage conservation [33]. Art exhibitions are also actively introducing VR technology,
with museums being one of the most popular genres for respondents to visit via virtual
tours [34]. Virtual reality technology enhances our presence and interactivity in computer-
generated virtual environments, enabling users to immerse themselves in and interact with
virtual environments [35]. The level of immersion depends on the technology application
and the type of device supporting it, and is usually categorized as non-immersive, semi-
immersive or fully immersive [35]. The computer screen is considered as non-immersive,
and semi-immersive would be the CAVEs, semi-spherical screens [35–37]. Virtual reality
technology is immersive, interactive, imaginative, and multi-sensory [38], opening up
many new possibilities for museum displays. The aim of this study is to investigate the
effect of immersion on audience’s intention to persist in VR art exhibitions.

VR art exhibition is a form of exhibition that uses virtual reality technology to present
artworks in a virtual environment [3]. If the VR is designed with additional information,
viewers will also be able to access information about the work, offering the benefit of
making art more accessible to a wider audience [39,40]. Specifically, technologies related
to creation (such as Matterport, 3D Vista, etc.) can provide clear information for virtual
exhibitions [41]. In fact, virtual exhibitions provide an opportunity for those who may not
be able to physically attend an exhibition to still enjoy it from anywhere and at any time,
as long as they have sufficient Internet access and equipment. This flexibility expands the
cultural experience and encourages more people to participate in art exhibitions, providing
opportunities to explore and appreciate works of art in a freer way.

In this study, VR art exhibitions are virtual space-based art exhibitions, rather than
physical exhibitions, accessed by users via desktop or handheld devices. This technology
allows visitors to rotate and view places from any angle on their computer screens, creating
a more immersive experience that simulates a real venue through interactive operations.
Virtual tours made with 360 cameras do not allow a completely free movement of the
user as it happens with other technologies. In this case, the movement is performed as
teleportation between one scene and the next [42]. It is worth noting that VR exhibitions can
be both a form of entertainment and an effective marketing tool for other art disciplines as
well. While VR exhibitions cannot replace the emotional and sensory interactions found in
physical exhibitions, they do offer additional value. Visitors can obtain information before
and after their visit and appreciate the artwork in a virtual space [43]. It enables people from
all backgrounds to access cultural knowledge and information without barriers, improving
artistic aesthetics and promoting cultural dissemination [3].

2.2. Expectation Confirmation Theory

This study focuses on visitors’ intention to continue using virtual art exhibitions and
utilizes the Expectation Confirmation Model (ECM) proposed by Bhattacherjee as the
theoretical framework [23]. ECM builds on Oliver’s Expectation Confirmation Theory
(ECT) [44], which suggests that users’ satisfaction with a product or service is the main
determinant of their intention to continue using it [44]. ECM is the first model to distinguish
between adoption behavior and continuation behavior, using perceived usefulness, confir-
mation, and satisfaction to explain user continuation intention. It asserts that satisfaction
and perceived usefulness are key predictors of continuation intention, with satisfaction be-
ing jointly determined by perceived usefulness and confirmation [23]. ECM has been widely
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applied in various fields, such as social networks [45], self-service [46], AI technology [47],
and online shopping [48], to predict individuals’ continued intentions, transforming the
previous focus on initial acceptance. In this study, we use ECM as a foundation to develop
our model on virtual art exhibition satisfaction and continuance intention.

2.3. Experience Economy Theory

In 1998, Gilmore and Pine introduced the concept of experience economy, defining
experience as an activity that involves individuals participating fully on physical and
mental levels [26]. They identified four areas of experience, learning, education, aesthetics,
and escapism, which can be analyzed based on active/passive participation and connection
from absorption to immersion [26]. This theory is also applicable to VR exhibitions [49],
as studies have shown that immersion in VR environments is a key predictor of customer
satisfaction [50]. Immersion describes user behavior in the virtual world and helps us
understand the value and quality of users’ virtual experiences [51]. Through VR exhibitions,
users can appreciate artworks, gain artistic information, experience the visual impact
of artworks, and obtain a pleasant aesthetic experience [3]. Experience encompasses a
wide range of areas, including escapism and aesthetic experience, as previous research
indicates. Escapist experience, for example, occurs when users are fully immersed in a
virtual exhibition, appreciating the artwork and experiencing a sense of concentration and
enjoyment. Aesthetic experience is a fundamental component of virtual exhibitions, as
they first attract users through aesthetic elements to create an immersive art appreciation
experience and a sense of escapism [52]. Based on this theoretical framework, our study
explores the psychological factors and behavioral intentions of virtual exhibition users,
specifically tailored to the characteristics and research purposes of virtual exhibitions.

2.4. Satisfaction, Continuance Intention and Perceived Usefulness

Satisfaction refers to a psychological state that arises from a subjective evaluation of
actual feelings compared to expected values. According to ECM, if a product or service
performs better than customers’ expectations, they are more likely to feel satisfied [44]. In
this study, we define satisfaction as the evaluation of the psychological or emotional state
of visitors during their use of a virtual art exhibition. Continuance intention, as proposed
by Bhattacherjee, refers to an individual’s intention to continue using a specific information
technology based on their previous experience with it [23]. Previous studies have shown a
positive relationship between satisfaction and continuance intention in various fields, such
as online libraries [53] and digital museums [22]. Hence, visitors who are satisfied with the
process of obtaining information in a VR art exhibition are more likely to intend to continue
using it.

The concept of perceived usefulness has been widely studied in the context of infor-
mation systems and technology. It refers to the extent to which users believe that utilizing
a particular system will enhance their job performance [54]. In the case of virtual art
exhibitions, user satisfaction is contingent upon the system’s ability to meet their artistic
needs and provide an enjoyable experience. Empirical evidence has shown that perceived
usefulness and satisfaction are positively correlated in various domains [23,55], including
e-learning [56], online banking [57], artificial intelligence [58], and virtual tourism [59].
Therefore, it is imperative to prioritize the user’s perceived usefulness in designing VR art
exhibition systems to ensure optimal user experience and satisfaction. Based on the above
discussion, this study put forward the following hypotheses:

H1. Satisfaction has a positive impact on continuance intention.

H2. Perceived usefulness has a positive impact on satisfaction.
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2.5. Aesthetic Experience and Escapist Experience

Aesthetic experience encompasses both passive observation and immersive engage-
ment [60]. It involves a range of emotional responses, from appreciation of beauty to
feelings of awe, sublimity, and beyond [61]. Sensory perception, particularly through
visual and tactile stimulation, is crucial for achieving aesthetic experiences, as noted by
Antón et al. [62]. Viewing digital images of art in a virtual environment offers a highly
technology-mediated aesthetic experience [63]. Research has demonstrated a correlation
between aesthetic impressions of user interfaces and perceived usability [64], and positive
aesthetic quality has been shown to enhance perceived usefulness of mobile retail web-
sites [65]. Visitors to museums and cultural heritage sites seek satisfying experiences, with
studies revealing that AR-based aesthetic experiences have a significant impact on visitor
satisfaction [25,66].

The combination of active participation and immersion has been referred to as an
“escapist” experience [26]. This type of experience can be viewed as the pursuit of an
ideal alternative to escape from a current state of anxiety or dissatisfaction [67]. Escapism
is an integral aspect of the tourism experience and a significant factor that influences
travelers [68]. Virtual art exhibitions provide an opportunity for users to break away from
their daily routine. In the retail industry, VR enables individuals to immerse themselves
in realistic settings and engage with virtual products and services through images and
functions, creating an unforgettable shopping experience [69]. Escapism can also increase
product knowledge and brand attitude perceptions in consumer virtual experiences [70].
Moreover, the escapist experience of museum AR has a positive impact on perceived
usefulness for users [71]. Research has shown that the escapist experience in VR shopping
environments, tourism, and museum VR plays a crucial role in visitor satisfaction [72–74].
If a VR art exhibition can deliver a pleasant and engaging escapist experience, visitors may
find the exhibition useful and be more likely to feel satisfied.

The two key dimensions of immersion in tourist experiences, such as museum visits,
are aesthetics and escapism. Extensive research across various industries, including virtual
tours, online gaming, and online retail, has confirmed the positive influence of these
factors as independent contributors to the overall experience [24,75,76]. However, there is
still much to learn about the interplay between these dimensions, particularly in virtual
art exhibitions. In a recent study, Komarac and Ozretić Došen explored the relationship
between aesthetic experiences and escapism in museum settings [77]. The findings reveal a
positive correlation between the two, suggesting that aesthetic experiences can significantly
enhance the escapist experience. Similarly, research by Cheng et al. concludes that AR-
enhanced aesthetic experiences in museums can promote escapism [71]. Positive aesthetic
experiences in VR art exhibitions may also facilitate visitors’ detachment from daily life
and promote a more immersive and enriching virtual experience. Based on the above
discussion, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H3. Aesthetic experience has a positive impact on perceived usefulness.

H4. Aesthetic experience has a positive impact on satisfaction.

H5. Escapist experience has a positive impact on perceived usefulness.

H6. Escapist experience has a positive impact on satisfaction.

H7. Aesthetic experience has a positive impact on escapist experience.

2.6. Expectation Confirmation

Expectation confirmation refers to how consistent the user perceives their expectations
of an information system to be with its actual performance [23]. This evaluation of expec-
tations after actual use is a crucial factor in determining the user’s overall experience. In
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the case of virtual art exhibitions, confirming the user’s motivations and expectations is
especially important. This study examines visitors’ expectations of the overall experience of
using a virtual art exhibition, including elements like usefulness, aesthetics, and escapism.
The user’s perception of a virtual art exhibition as useful is dependent on whether the
system’s performance, functionality, or services meet or exceed their initial expectations.
Previous research has demonstrated the impact of expectation confirmation on perceived
usefulness in areas such as mobile banking [78], mobile shopping [79], and chatbots [80].
While there are fewer studies on the relationship between confirmation and aesthetic and
escapist experiences, research has shown that hedonic expectations in e-commerce websites
have a positive relationship with aesthetic performance [81], and that hedonic expectations
in museum environments have a positive relationship with escapism. Visitor expectations
significantly affect their experience, and confirming those expectations means that the
actual experience exceeds expectations and helps to increase user experience [77]. Confirm-
ing user expectations in online digital art exhibitions has a positive impact on the overall
evaluation of user aesthetics [82]. AR applications in tourism are expected to have a positive
impact on the aesthetic and escapist experiences of AR, allowing tourists to participate
and immerse themselves in the destination environment [66]. Overall, users’ perceptions
of usefulness and immersion (including aesthetics and escapism) will improve if their
confirmations are closer to their actual experience when accessing a VR art exhibition.
Based on the above discussion, this study put forward the following hypotheses:

H8. Confirmation has a positive impact on perceived usefulness.

H9. Confirmation has a positive impact on aesthetic experience.

H10. Confirmation has a positive impact on escapist experiences.

Figure 1 shows the hypothesized relationships between the constructs of this study.
The model covers the following six constructs: Confirmation (CON), Perceived Usefulness
(PU), Satisfaction (SAT), and Continuance Intention (CI) from The Expectation Confirmation
Theory. In addition, Aesthetic experience (AE) and Escapist experience (EE) are derived
from The Experience Economy Theory.
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3. Methods
3.1. Measuring Instrument

For our research, we chose to focus on the virtual exhibition hall for the 90th anniver-
sary exhibition provided by Nanjing Museum, one of the “Three Major Museums in China”.
The Virtual Exhibition Hall utilizes web and image recognition technology with interpreta-
tion and interactive features to display a wide range of visual arts and artefacts, including
paintings and calligraphy, bronzes, pottery, porcelain, and woodwork, in a 360-degree
panoramic view. Visitors can view the gallery remotely from their computers, smartphones,
tablets, and other devices, and can even use their smartphones to access the VR mode of
the tour. Visitors can freely select and explore different display areas in the virtual gallery,
zoom in on artwork details and appreciate the art up close. The exhibition is scheduled for
November 2023 and boasts an excellently designed website. To make it more intuitive and
convenient for users, we shared the URL of the VR art exhibition, and users just need to click
the link in the questionnaire. https://www.4dkankan.com/spg.html?m=KJ-VtBBey2zrMe
(accessed on 17 December 2023) (See Figure 2). We selected this exhibition hall as our
research object to study the relationship between visitor confirmation, immersion (aesthetic
and escapist experiences), perceived usefulness, and satisfaction during virtual visits. Ad-
ditionally, we wanted to examine the impact of satisfaction on continuation intention. To
accomplish this, we developed a model structured around the expectation confirmation
model and immersion theory research framework. We conducted an online questionnaire
survey to empirically test our proposed framework, using previously validated structural
measures as the basis for our questionnaire.
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The survey was divided into two parts. The initial segment gathered fundamental
details, familiarity, and impressions of virtual art exhibitions. The second segment delved
into six measurement constructs, namely CON, PU, AE, EE, SAT, and CI. Each of these
constructs was operationalized using multiple items on a 7-point Likert scale, where
1 indicated “strongly disagree” and 7 indicated “strongly agree”. The questionnaire’s
measurement items (see Appendix A) were sourced from previous research and modified
to suit the virtual art exhibition research project. Specifically, three items of CON were
taken from [23], four items of PU from [83,84], six items of AE from [24,71,72], and five
items of EE from [25,72]. Additionally, the three items of SAT were sourced from [22,85],
and the three measurement items of CI from [24,86]. The researchers conducted a pretest
and reviewed the revised measurement items before surveying visitors (Appendix A).

https://www.4dkankan.com/spg.html?m=KJ-VtBBey2zrMe
https://www.4dkankan.com/spg.html?m=KJ-VtBBey2zrMe
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3.2. Data Collection and Analysis

To gauge the interest of users in VR art exhibitions, we utilized China’s Questionnaire
Star platform. Participants were asked to visit a stimulating website and complete an online
questionnaire. The survey was conducted among researchers, students, practitioners, and
art enthusiasts in art-related fields. A total of 279 questionnaires were collected; after
removing invalid responses such as those with contradictions or inconsistent answers,
235 valid questionnaires remained. Descriptive statistics for participants can be found in
Table 1.

Table 1. The demographic information of research participants, N = 235.

Variable Content Frequency N (%)

Gender
Male 67 28.50%

Female 168 71.50%

Age

18–25 108 46.00%
26–35 69 29.40%
36–45 44 18.70%
46–55 9 3.80%

55 and above 5 2.10%

Education

Below high school 6 2.60%
High school 9 3.80%

Junior college 103 43.80%
Undergraduate 35 14.90%

Master degree or above 82 34.90%

Income (CNY)

Below 3000 107 45.50%
3000–5000 39 16.60%

5000–10,000 56 23.80%
10,000 and above 33 14.00%

Status

Arts and related majors 105 44.70%
Experts or researchers in art and related fields 25 10.60%

Practitioners of arts and related professions 32 13.60%
Art lover 73 31.10%

Familiarity
Never used 95 40.40%
Rarely used 112 47.70%
Frequent use 28 11.90%

Replace
Can 53 22.60%

Cannot 132 56.20%
Don’t know 50 21.30%

Total 235 100 100.00%

We utilized partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) to evaluate
the gathered information. PLS-SEM is a valuable tool for exploratory studies because it can
forecast and elucidate the target structure by considering the variance in the dependent
variable when analyzing the model [87]. PLS is advantageous because it does not necessitate
the normality assumption and can handle small samples [88].

As the data was obtained from a single source, common method variance (CMV) could
be a possible concern. To verify the collinearity of the forming constructs, we assessed the
variance inflation factor (VIF). Based on Kock and Lynn’s recommendations, all variables
should be regressed against a shared variable. If the VIF value is below or equal to 3.3, then
the data is not biased [89]. The VIF values of the constructs in this study ranged from 1.000
to 2.366, demonstrating that there was no issue with common method variance.
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4. Results
4.1. Reliability and Validity

We evaluated the consistency of our measurements and analyzed how well each item
is related to external factors by calculating both Cronbach’s alpha (CA) and composite
reliability (CR). Table 2 displays the descriptive statistics of the indicator items alongside
the factor loadings of each item. All indicator items have external loadings greater than
the recommended minimum value of 0.70 [90]. Furthermore, the CA and CR results for all
items exceeded the cut-off threshold of 0.70 [91], indicating that the measured items have a
high level of reliability (Table 3).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and factor loadings.

Construct/Item Mean Std Loadings

CON1 5.09 1.343 0.912
CON2 5.04 1.347 0.935
CON3 5.12 1.427 0.925
PU1 5.23 1.186 0.788
PU2 5.76 1.083 0.880
PU3 5.77 1.072 0.899
PU4 5.82 1.141 0.906
AE1 5.57 1.173 0.890
AE2 5.12 1.252 0.813
AE3 5.49 1.115 0.860
AE4 5.43 1.143 0.801
AE5 5.58 1.221 0.83
AE6 5.40 1.166 0.862
EE1 4.93 1.214 0.812
EE2 4.64 1.353 0.886
EE3 4.62 1.420 0.910
EE4 4.74 1.452 0.879
EE5 4.18 1.553 0.815

SAT1 5.29 1.125 0.886
SAT2 4.96 1.160 0.900
SAT3 5.17 1.239 0.931

Table 3. Assessment of reliability and convergent validity.

Constructs Cronbach’s Alpha CR AVE

CON 0.914 0.946 0.854
PU 0.891 0.925 0.756
AE 0.919 0.936 0.711
EE 0.912 0.935 0.741

SAT 0.891 0.932 0.821
CI 0.911 0.944 0.848

To assess convergent validity, this study utilized two criteria: the external loadings of
individual items and the average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct [80]. All items
had factor loadings greater than the recommended critical value of 0.70, and all constructs
had AVE values above the recommended cutoff threshold of 0.5 [90]. Tables 2 and 3 display
satisfactory results of various fit indices, indicating adequate validity levels.

Discriminant validity was evaluated using three criteria: (1) inter-item cross loadings,
(2) the Fornell–Larcker criterion, and (3) the Heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT) criterion.
The results in Table 4 reveal significant and strong correlations between indicators for
each construct, with high loadings on the respective constructs, providing evidence for the
discriminant validity of these measures.
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Table 4. Discriminant validity: inter-item cross loading.

Items AE CI CON EE PU SAT

AE1 0.890 0.536 0.609 0.531 0.686 0.677
AE2 0.813 0.544 0.624 0.564 0.551 0.618
AE3 0.860 0.557 0.602 0.515 0.599 0.633
AE4 0.801 0.359 0.498 0.502 0.507 0.452
AE5 0.830 0.395 0.504 0.439 0.556 0.528
AE6 0.862 0.522 0.614 0.534 0.588 0.670
CI1 0.574 0.930 0.610 0.605 0.632 0.770
CI2 0.500 0.915 0.519 0.614 0.544 0.712
CI3 0.533 0.918 0.565 0.683 0.531 0.745

CON1 0.651 0.530 0.912 0.548 0.63 0.678
CON2 0.609 0.579 0.935 0.551 0.589 0.666
CON3 0.641 0.594 0.925 0.555 0.654 0.655

EE1 0.582 0.622 0.554 0.812 0.427 0.704
EE2 0.580 0.571 0.549 0.886 0.452 0.645
EE3 0.506 0.630 0.530 0.910 0.396 0.686
EE4 0.496 0.620 0.497 0.879 0.455 0.659
EE5 0.451 0.507 0.421 0.815 0.368 0.543
PU1 0.496 0.548 0.609 0.468 0.788 0.547
PU2 0.597 0.573 0.596 0.419 0.880 0.544
PU3 0.676 0.527 0.600 0.444 0.899 0.530
PU4 0.632 0.501 0.545 0.368 0.906 0.488
SAT1 0.672 0.755 0.627 0.615 0.577 0.886
SAT2 0.605 0.692 0.637 0.709 0.495 0.900
SAT3 0.663 0.745 0.694 0.733 0.576 0.931

In order to measure discriminant validity, Table 5 presents the Fornell–Larcker correla-
tion matrix. The diagonal elements display the AVE’s square root, while the off-diagonal
elements indicate the correlation estimation between the corresponding constructs (rows
and columns). It is deemed acceptable for discriminant validity when the square root of the
AVE is consistently greater than the square root of the corresponding correlation [90]. The
outcome reveals that all square roots of AVE surpass the corresponding square correlations,
signifying satisfactory discriminant validity.

Table 5. Discriminant validity: inter-construct correlations (Fornell–Larcker).

Constructs AE CI CON EE PU SAT

AE 0.843
CI 0.583 0.921

CON 0.686 0.614 0.924
EE 0.611 0.688 0.597 0.861
PU 0.693 0.619 0.677 0.489 0.869
SAT 0.714 0.807 0.721 0.757 0.607 0.906

HTMT is a reliable measure of discriminant validity, which works by estimating the
correlation between two constructs. As shown in Table 6, all HTMT values are below the
recommended threshold of 0.90, indicating strong discriminant validity [92].

Table 6. Discriminant validity: inter-construct correlations (Heterotrait-monotrait ratio).

Constructs AE CI CON EE PU SAT

AE
CI 0.629

CON 0.744 0.672
EE 0.662 0.752 0.649
PU 0.761 0.686 0.749 0.541
SAT 0.782 0.895 0.798 0.835 0.681
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4.2. Structural Models and Hypothesis Testing

To analyze and evaluate the structural model proposed in this study, we employed
the Smart PLS 3 software tool for data analysis. The fitting parameters of the model were
determined using PLS, and its acceptability was assessed using the Normed Fit Index
(NFI ≥ 0.8) and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR ≤ 0.08) [93]. The
results demonstrate that the model fits well, surpassing the threshold for both fitness
indices. Specifically, the NFI for this study was 0.828, and the SRMR was 0.068.

The structural equation’s path coefficient reflects the correlation and influence of
each path in the model. In Figure 3, we present the theoretical structural model, which
displays the estimated regression path coefficients (β) and their corresponding significance
level indicators, along with their significance levels between their hypotheses and external
loadings. Table 7 summarizes the expected results.
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The analysis demonstrates that the impact path of EE on PU is not significant
(p = 0.960 > 0.05), indicating that there is no impact relationship between EE and PU;
thus, H5 is not established. However, the other nine path hypotheses are all significant.
SAT has a positive effect on CI (p = 0.000 < 0.01), supporting H1. PU has a significant effect
on SAT (p = 0.000 < 0.05), supporting H2. AE has a significant effect on PU (p = 0.000 < 0.01)
and SAT (p = 0.000 < 0.01) has a positive effect, supporting H3 and H4. EE has a posi-
tive impact on SAT (p = 0.000 < 0.01), supporting H6. AE has a positive impact on EE
(p = 0.000 < 0.01), supporting H7. Lastly, CON on PU (p = 0.000 < 0.01), AE (p = 0.000 < 0.01),
and EE (p = 0.00.01) have positive effects, supporting H8, H9, and H10.

Table 7. Results of model testing.

H# Path Coefficients t-Values p Values Results of Hypothesis Testing

H1 SAT → CI 0.807 22.718 0.000 H1 confirmed
H2 PU → SAT 0.154 2.518 0.012 H2 confirmed
H3 AE → PU 0.433 6.506 0.000 H3 confirmed
H4 AE → SAT 0.305 4.192 0.000 H4 confirmed
H5 EE → PU −0.003 0.050 0.960 H5 not confirmed
H6 EE → SAT 0.495 8.328 0.000 H6 confirmed
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Table 7. Cont.

H# Path Coefficients t-Values p Values Results of Hypothesis Testing

H7 AE → EE 0.382 5.559 0.000 H7 confirmed
H8 CON → PU 0.381 5.659 0.000 H8 confirmed
H9 CON → AE 0.686 18.798 0.000 H9 confirmed
H10 CON → EE 0.335 4.687 0.000 H10 confirmed

5. Discussion

This research aims to investigate how confirmation affects users’ perceived usefulness,
various dimensions of immersion (aesthetic experiences and escapist experiences), and how
perceived usefulness and immersion impact satisfaction. These factors ultimately determine
users’ intention to continue using the product or service. The study utilizes the expectation
confirmation model and experience economy as its framework. The empirical analysis
yields significant findings, which will be expounded upon in the following sections.

The first hypothesis (H1) confirms the significant role of the SAT (satisfaction) factor
in predicting user continuation in VR art exhibitions. This finding aligns with the results of
prior research in diverse fields, including AR in theme parks and museum visits [94,95],
e-learning [96], and digital museums [22]. The higher a user’s SAT for a VR art exhibition,
the greater the likelihood of a positive review, which encourages them to continue using
the VR art exhibition. The study also establishes H2, which indicates a positive influence of
the PU (perceived usefulness) factor on SAT in VR art exhibitions. The usefulness of VR art
exhibitions plays a crucial role in improving users’ satisfaction, as highlighted in earlier
research in areas such as online libraries [53], virtual tours [59], and digital museums [97].

Moreover, the study confirms H3, which establishes the positive influence of AE
(Aesthetic experience) on PU in VR art exhibitions. This finding is consistent with prior
work that reports the positive impact of aesthetics on PU [64,65,71]. Since VR art exhibitions
provide audiences with unique and rich AE through digital technology and innovative
display methods, they have a more positive impact on PU.

In addition, the study establishes H4 and H6, which report the significant role of
AE and EE (Escapist experience) as different dimensions of immersion in predicting SAT
in virtual art exhibitions. These results align with previous research, which has shown
that immersion has a positive impact on SAT in virtual reality experiences [50]. The AE
of AR in museums and cultural heritage tourism has a strong impact on SAT [25,66].
EE in VR shopping environments, tourism, and museum VR plays an important role in
visitors’ SAT [72–74]. In the VR art exhibitions, aesthetic experience and escapist experience
influence users’ satisfaction with VR art exhibitions by evoking emotions and increasing
participation. The positive impact of these experience elements makes users more likely to
continue visiting VR art exhibitions while building a positive experience environment.

H5 is not established, indicating that there is no significant correlation between EE
and PU, which conflicts with previous research. Studies have demonstrated the positive
impact of EE on PU in many fields [69–71]. After analysis, the impact of EE on PU in
VR art exhibitions is not established, which may be due to the following three reasons:
First, the differences in visitors’ attention. The survey objects selected in this study are
basically art-related personnel or Art lovers. The main motivation for this type of group
to visit VR art exhibitions is to appreciate the artwork. They are more concerned with
the depth and quality of the artwork, the appreciation and understanding of the art, and
less concerned with the escapist aspect. Second, the goal setting of VR art exhibitions.
The VR art exhibitions we choose as experiences are high-quality exhibitions in museums.
These exhibitions focus more on education, cultural inheritance, or the works of artists,
rather than creating an environment for escaping reality. Therefore, visitors escaping
reality in this kind of exhibition will not have a great impact on PU. Third, in a VR art
exhibition, the escapist experience is also affected by technology and equipment. In VR
art exhibitions, problems such as unclear image display, limited navigation freedom, poor
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device compatibility, unstable network connections, and poor interactivity weaken the
potential impact of EE on PU.

H7 is established, indicating that between the two dimensions of immersion in VR art
exhibitions, AE has a positive impact on EE. More specifically, AE impacts EE by promoting
a higher level of immersive experience. These findings are somewhat similar to those of
Apaolaza et al. in the hotel industry [88] and Komarac et al. [77] in a museum setting.
Our experimental results further build on the positive impact of AE on EE in museum
AR experiences by Cheng et al. [71]. These findings demonstrate that AE and EE are not
mutually exclusive categories, but rather interrelated dimensions of immersion, particularly
in VR art exhibitions employing new technologies.

H8, H9, and H10 are established, indicating that CON is an important factor affecting
PU, AE, and EE of virtual art exhibitions. The positive impact of CON on PU has been
confirmed in some fields [79,80,98], and our findings are consistent with their findings. It
is proved that in VR art exhibitions, CON also positively affects users’ PU. In this study,
CON also had a positive impact on AE and EE. Although there have been relatively few
studies on the immersion dimension of expectation confirmation in the past, we still found
from a small amount of literature that CON has a positive impact on AE in fields such as
e-commerce [81], online digital art exhibitions [82], tourism AR applications, museums,
and environmental [77], tourism AR applications [66]. There is a significant correlation
between domain expectation confirmation and EE. If the artwork, exhibition design, or
interactive elements in the VR art exhibition are satisfactory and exceed their expectations,
this positive confirmation may enhance their recognition of the virtual art AE. If a VR art
exhibition provides an engaging, emotionally resonant, or pleasurable experience, such as
adding sound effects or personalized displays to the artwork, introducing social features,
allowing users to interact with other participants, etc., these measures may make users
more willing to use the virtual environment. In the matter of using VR as a means of
escaping reality, our experiment also verified the previous findings of Wang Minglu et al.,
who stated that there is a potential mechanism between aesthetics and escapism and users’
intention to continue using VR exhibitions [24], as well as the role of immersion in VR
environments in improving SAT emphasized by Hudson et al. [50].

6. Implications, Limitations and Conclusions
6.1. Theoretical Implications

This study presents a significant theoretical contribution to the field of VR art exhibi-
tions. It employs the Expectation Confirmation Model and the Experience Economy Theory
to establish the positive impact of expectation confirmation on the creation of perceived
usefulness and immersion (aesthetic and escapist experiences). Furthermore, the study
validates the positive correlation between perceived usefulness, aesthetics, and escapist
experience, as well as explores the interplay of aesthetic and escapist experiences as dimen-
sions of immersive virtual art exhibitions. The positive impact of aesthetic experience on
escapist experience was identified. Satisfaction was also found to be a key factor in users’
continuance intention. The results expand the understanding of user behavior in VR art
exhibitions in the digital era and add new insights to the theoretical framework in related
fields. The study relied on a quantitative analysis of real visitors to a VR art exhibition,
using the PLS-SEM methodology, to address this timely question. Although visitors crave
profound offline cultural experiences after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic, VR art
exhibitions still provide a reliable and convenient way for people to learn about art.

6.2. Practical Implications

By examining the impact of expectation confirmation, perceived usefulness, and
immersion on user satisfaction, this research provides developers with valuable insights to
create user-friendly VR art exhibitions. The implications of this study extend beyond the
development of VR art exhibitions. Government cultural departments can leverage these
findings to support the growth of VR art exhibitions, encourage innovation in this field,
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and formulate relevant policies to promote art development in the digital age. Additionally,
companies can use this research to justify sponsoring and investing in VR art exhibitions.
By offering users captivating virtual experiences, companies can reinforce their brand
image in the cultural sector and expand the digital art market. When the government
and enterprises work together to promote VR art exhibitions, it helps to elevate public
comprehension and appreciation of art and cultivate digital cultural literacy. Ultimately,
this research has a positive impact on promoting the sustainable growth of digital cultural
and creative industries and digital art platforms.

6.3. Limitations

It is imperative to acknowledge the limitations of this study. The virtual exhibition
employed in the case study was selected from past special art exhibitions hosted by the
National Museum of China, which may introduce selection bias. It is noteworthy that
not all museums offer the same quality of VR art exhibitions, and exhibition styles and
techniques may differ across institutions. Additionally, VR exhibitions are continuously
evolving with advancements in technology and changes in equipment, which may impact
the study’s findings. Another limitation is the use of Partial Least Squares Structural
Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM), a method that has previously faced criticism in the literature.
However, recent research has supported this approach. In future studies, we plan to
integrate more qualitative research methods, such as user interviews and focus groups, to
make up for the shortcomings of the single questionnaire survey method and to obtain
a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding. By integrating qualitative methods,
we will not only be able to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the participants’
backgrounds, motivations, and attitudes, but also be able to provide more dimensional
analyses and explanations for the study, thus increasing the validity and credibility of the
research in this paper and providing us with more comprehensive conclusions and in-depth
insights. Lastly, the data used in this study were derived solely from survey responses
provided by Chinese users, limiting the generalizability of findings to other populations.
Conducting similar studies in diverse countries would yield better comparability and
broaden the scope of this research.

6.4. Conclusions

The present study examines the structural relationships among expectation confirma-
tion, immersion, satisfaction, and continuation intention in the context of VR art exhibitions,
drawing upon the expectation confirmation model and the experience economy theory.
Specifically, we conducted a quantitative study on a sample of 235 art-related personnel
and art enthusiasts who have encountered VR art exhibitions. The model was tested using
partial least squares-structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM), and the results indicate
that expectation confirmation significantly impacts different dimensions of immersion and
perceived usefulness, which subsequently influence user satisfaction and ultimately the
user’s continuation intention.

In light of the findings, future research could explore potential differences in aesthetic
and escapist experiences between physical and VR art exhibitions. The results of the
present study offer valuable insights to managers seeking to enhance the VR art exhibition
experience and attract more people to physical exhibitions. Additionally, the findings
provide guidance for governments and exhibition providers to develop policies, invest in
finances and technology, and construct social platforms that enhance visitors’ persistence
in VR art exhibitions and promote the sustainable development of art in the digital age in a
virtual environment.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Questionnaire for variable items and reference.

Variables Items Issue Reference

CON

CON1 My experience visiting the virtual art exhibition was better than expected.

[23]CON2 The virtual art exhibition provided a better level of exhibition than I expected.

CON3 Overall, most of my expectations for the virtual art exhibition were confirmed.

PU

PU1 Visiting the virtual art exhibition increased my knowledge of art.

[83,84]
PU2 Visiting virtual exhibitions is a useful way to experience art.

PU3 Experiencing the virtual exhibition made it easier for me to learn about art.

PU4 Visiting virtual art exhibitions helps to save time and increase efficiency.

AE

AE1 The atmosphere of the space was harmonious during my virtual tour.

[24,71,72]

AE2 The virtual hall is a fascinating environment.

AE3 I had a great time visiting the virtual exhibit.

AE4 The virtual hall has an aesthetically pleasing spatial design.

AE5 The artwork in the virtual exhibition is fascinating.

AE6 Visiting the virtual art exhibition gave me a wonderful and emotional experience.

EE

EE1 There is an immersive feeling when experiencing the virtual exhibition.

[25,72]
EE2 I completely lost track of time while experiencing the virtual exhibit.

EE3 It feels like playing another character when experiencing the virtual exhibition.

EE4 The virtual tour made me feel like I was entering another world.

EE5 During this time of the virtual tour, I completely escaped reality.

SAT

SAT1 My decision to use a virtual art exhibition was a wise one.

[22,85]SAT2 My experience in the virtual art exhibition exceeded my expectations.

SAT3 Overall, I was pleased with my experience using the virtual art exhibition.

CI

CI1 I will continue to visit virtual art exhibitions in the future.

[24,86]CI2 I will be looking for more virtual art exhibits to visit.

CI3 I would recommend virtual art exhibitions to others.
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